ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND AI ETHICS
Leadership for government, the public and private sectors to successfully
liberate a winning partnership with Artificial Intelligence

Matthew James Bailey
Welcome to inventing your future!
I am an internationally recognised pioneer and authority in the fields of
Innovation, Artificial Intelligence, Smart Cities and The Internet of Things. These
phenomena have benefited society with global impact and reach. My
classification by the US Government is a Person of Extraordinary Ability. Find
out more in the team section at aiethics.world or at this personal blog.
Nations and organisations are starting to navigate their future with Artificial
Intelligence and the field of AI Ethics. To successfully transition into a trustworthy
and ethical AI-Centric future, stakeholders require expert assistance. This is
where my unique world view combined with pragmatic guidance and expertise
comes in. To guide the next evolutionary step for society, I recently published a
comprehensive guide on how we can mindfully build a flourishing future with
Artificial Intelligence - Inventing World 3.0.

Click here to Get your copy

It has been a privilege to advise G7 governments, assist global technology
companies and guide regions and cities in their innovation and digital
transformation. Artificial Intelligence is destined to transform every aspect of
society, every market and economy into a new world experience.
It would be a pleasure to serve your organisation and assist in liberating a
winning future with Artificial Intelligence and AI Ethics. Based on Inventing World
3.0, AIEthics.World was launched to guide public and private sector
organisations to navigate a successful partnership with Artificial Intelligence.
Together, we can create a remarkable future!
Matthew James Bailey

Global Influence

Contact Matthew
matthew@matthewjamesbailey.com

SERVICES
Liberating a winning partnership
with Artificial Intelligence and AI Ethics

Extraordinary Advisor

Global expertise in Artificial Intelligence,
AI Ethics and transformation. Advice and
consulting is perfectly curated for a
nation, region, business or organisation.
E v o l u t i o n a r y E t h i c s f o r A r t i fi c i a l
Intelligence™ can be used as part of
your winning strategy and partnership
with Artificial Intelligence. Their unique
agility is future proofed. This equips
nations and organisations to self
determine their future and mindfully
advance into an AI-Centric society. They
enable curated configuration, adaptation,
inclusion and evolution of any in-house
or specifically designed AI strategy.

Regulation and standards

The European Union has recently
proposed world leading regulation of
Artificial Intelligence and has started to
consider early stage approaches to AI
Ethics and Trustworthy AI certification.
I expertly guide your nation or
organisation to comply to the EU
standards. We can even develop
alternate regulation and standards that
work for you best! Evolutionary Ethics
are world leading innovation and
certification frameworks that assist
any nation or organisation with a
unique agility to be liberated into an
ethical AI-Centric future.

Society and Environment

Society: Artificial Intelligence radically
changes citizen and consumer
experiences. Cities have a unique
opportunity to optimise services and
experiences. Expert guidance for
business, cities and nations to leap
into a mindful AI-Centric future.
Environment: Our world is dedicated
to restore balance with its
environment. Environmental focused
AI fast tracks a sustainable-centric
future for humanity. Expert guidance
for business or government to achieve
a flourishing future - Green Nation,
Green City or Green Organisation.

AI and AI Ethics Academy

AI /AI Ethic business Practice

As a pioneer of our future, I frequently
give talks at events around the world
about an AI-Centric future.

AIEthics.World understands it takes
time to mindfully innovate your future
with Artificial Intelligence.

Many organisations do not have the
skilled workforce, AI-ready culture and
strategies in place for AI and Ethics.

Regularly featured on the radio,
YouTube channels, websites and
podcasts. Its a delight to teach
workshops on AI and AI Ethics. Let us
get your organisation up to speed with
AI and start innovating your future!

Our academy provides curated
consulting, incubation services and
workshops to equip your organisation
to formulate a winning partnership
with Artificial Intelligence and AI
Ethics. Check out the Academy

Together we can build an in-house AI/
AI Ethics business practice. Or you can
get going quickly and outsource to
AIEthics.world. Let us position you at
the forefront of the AI phenomenon.
Meet the Team

Workshops and Talks

Contact Matthew: matthew@matthewjamesbailey.com

